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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Sophia B from Green Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Hollick April W (Green) Miss Spence Tilly Rae S & Eden G  (Indigo)  

Miss Houlden Jack B  (Indigo) Mr Palk Taylor C (Orange) 

Mr Broadbent Leoni C (Red) Mrs Wilson Eva B (Red) 

Yellow Addyson JL - For great  enthusiasm and effort in guided reading lessons. 

Evie S  - For  always sharing her opinions in class and joining in discussions. 

Indigo Jessica S - For a detailed and mature discussion about why remembrance is symbolized with a poppy. 

Lottie W - For a detailed illustration of a mythical creature. 

Green Elsie B - For loud, clear reading during our Christmas production practices. 

Sharon O - For always participating in group activities and showing leadership skills. 

Blue Isabella H- For creating an amazing poster in her enquiry work. 
Bailey S -  For creating an amazing space painting. 

Orange Taylor  C -  For a mature attitude and sensible approach to all lessons. 

Chloe B - For growing in confidence and always producing beautiful neat work. 

Red Orion E - For his amazing knowledge and contribution during our space race enquiry and asking good 
questions of other groups 

Ava M - For  her brilliant attitude to learning and enthusiasm in all lessons and persevering with her Art. 

Yellow Theo F - For great use of speech in his story. 

Indigo Ella C - For presenting beautiful work and creating some detailed sentences about a mythical creature. 

Green Sophia B - For being a resilient learner and responding well to feedback. 

Blue Ellen M - For  using a range of different sentence starters. 

Orange Josh G - For a fantastic non chronological report on dragons. 

Red Dea I - For her great use of scientific language and range of openers during her class presentation. 

We had a slight dip in our attendance this week at 94.7%, but 2 classes did beat the 96% target. Red 
class were fantastic at 98.71%. A reminder that we have a class Pizza Party towards the end of term 
for the class who have had over 96% attendance the most times so it’s something for the children to 
look forward to. It is very close between classes at the minute! We appreciate you sending your child 

in each and every day as this counts towards their class prize. We had 138 children with 100%      
attendance so very well done to them. 

The individual winner was Harry C-T (Orange) Well Done! 


